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Context
Historical Note

The first generation of Iranian socialists participated in the Constitutional Revolution of 1906-1908;
in 1917 the Adalat) ((عدالتJustice) Party was founded in Baku, Azerbaijan, which in 1920
changed its name into Ferqeh-e Komunist-e Irān (()فرقه کمونیست ایرانCommunist Party of
Iran); suppressed by the Rezā Shah( )رضا شاهautocracy during 1921-1941; in 1941 the Hezbe Tudeh-e Irān(( )حزب توده ایرانTudeh or Mass Party of Iran, TPI) was founded, which rapidly
expanded and became a major political force in the following years; its strength was drastically
reduced after 1953 because of repression by the regime of Muhammad Rezā Shah _(محمدرضا
)شاهbut the TPI managed to survive and played a role in the revolution of 1979. Next to the TPI the
Sāzemān-e Cherikhā-ye Fedā'i-ye Khalq-e Irān(( )سازمان چریک های فدائی خلق ایرانOrganization
of the Iranian People's Fedaii Guerillas) came into existence through the merging in 1971 of two
guerrilla groups which had been active since the mid-1960s; after the revolution of 1979 the Fedai
split over their attitudes towards the Islamic Republic; persecutions by the Khomeini government
started in 1981; a large number of the leaders and cadre members of the TPI, the Fedai and other
left organizations were arrested, executed or sentenced to prison; an internal opposition within the
TPI emerged after 1983 and founded the Hezb-e Demokrātik-e Mardom-e Irān(حزب دموکراتیک
( )مردم ایرانIranian People's Democratic Party). Ahmadi, Hamid ()حمید احمدی: born in Sari, Iran 1945;
graduated from Iran's naval academy in 1971; member of the Central Committee of the Tudeh
Party; left the TPI in 1986 and became research fellow at the Free University of Berlin.

Custodial History

The documents, which are described in this list, are from the personal papers of Hamid Ahmadi ,
a former naval officer, who was a member of the Central Committee of the Tudeh Party of Iran .
Ahmadi left the Tudeh Party in 1986 and is now lecturer at the Free University of Berlin . But due
to his political and academical interests he continued collecting documents concerning the socialist
and communist movements in Iran.
The documents, which cover a wide historical period, beginning with 1917 and ending by 1990 ,
were transferred to the IISH in 1994 . The collection was already arranged, partly by subject,
partly by document type. The arrangement has not been changed but the documents were packed
and numbered in accordance with IISH practice. Series of periodicals and some pamphlets were
transferred to the library. The size of the collection is 2.12 m.

Content and Structure
Content
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Collection of documents from Hamid Ahmadi( )حمید احمدیconsisting of correspondence by Hamid
Ahmadi()حمید احمدی, Ardeshir Avanesiyan( )اردشیر آوانسیانand other central committee members
or cadre members of the TPI 1951, 1984-1990; documents relating to plenums of the TPI 1957,
1981, 1984, 1988; proclamations, internal bulletins, pamphlets and other documents relating to the
TPI 1960-1961, 1973-1990 and n.d.; some documents relating to the Iranian People's Democratic
Party 1987-1991; internal bulletins, pamphlets and other documents relating to the Organization of
the Iranian People's Fedaii Guerrillas, the Fedā'i Aksariyāt (Fedai Majority) organization and other
Iranian armed struggle and marxist organizations 1968-1990.

Processing Information

List made by Hamid Ahmadi in 1995

Subjects
Geographic Names
Iran
Azerbaijan

Persons

Ahmadi, Hamid
Bolourian, Q.

Organizations

Ferqeh-e Komunist-e Irān
Hizb-i Tudah-i Iran

Themes

Communist movements and parties
Socialist and social democrat parties/Socialist International
Nationalisms/Autonomist and separatist movements
Political prisoners/Political trials

Material Type
Archival material

Access and Use
Access

Not restricted
De beperkende bepalingen die betrekking hadden op de nrs. 337, 345-352, 355, 361, 363, 367,
372, 373, 381, 386, 390, 401-404, 411 zijn na mondeling overleg op 28.02.2011 van Bouwe Hijma
met Turaj Atabaki per direct vervallen.
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Preferred Citation

Iranian Socialist and Communist Parties, Organizations and Groups Archives , inventory
number ..., International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

Appendices
Iranian socialist and communist parties, organizations and groups
The origins of the socialist and communist movement in Iran trace back to the end of the 19th
century. The first generation of socialists, whose ideas were progressive liberal rather than marxist,
participated in the Constitutional Revolution of 1906 in the ranks of the Ferqeh-e Demokrat
(Democrat Party) . With a major boost from the Russian Revolution of 1917 the Justice (Adalat)
Party was founded in Baku in 1917 . This party published Biraq-e Edalat (Flag of Justice. At its
congress in ) June 1920 the party changed its name into Firqeh-i Kommunist-i Iran (Communist
Party of Iran) . In the same congress it was announced that the party had established together with
the Jangalis (men of the jungle) in Gilan in the north a Soviet Socialist Republic. Reza Khan , who
took power in 1921 , destroyed the Soviet Republic in Gilan and suppressed the Communist Party.
During the 1930s a marxist organization against the Reza Shah regime emerged among young
Iranian intellectuals. After the arrest of its 53 members in May 1937 it became known as 'the Fiftythree'. The central figure of the group was physicist Dr. Taqhi Arani . This group published Donya
and formed the nucleus of the Tudeh Party . The Hezb-e Tudeh-e Iran (Tudeh or Mass Party of
Iran) was founded on 2 October 1941 , immediately after the fall of the Reza Shah autocracy. Due
to a rapid expansion it became a major force in the post-World War II period, especially during
the years of oil nationalization ( 1950-1953 ). After the 1953 coup its strength declined drastically,
as a result of the repression of the Shah regime and its secret service, the notorious SAVAK . A
number of splits and defections weakened the party furthermore. Yet it managed to regain some
of its former strength during the 1970s and the party played an active role in the revolutionary
conjuncture of 1977-1979 .
The 1960s and 1970s saw also the rise of the New Left in Iran. In March 1971 two guerrilla groups
which were active since the early and mid-1960s, merged and adopted the name Sazman-e
Cherik-ha-ye Fadaii Khalq Iran (The Guerrilla's Fadaii Organisation of Iran) , which is known in
short as the Fadaii . Using guerrilla warfare tactics the Fadaii fought against the Shah regime for
a decade. Shortly after the revolution in February 1979 the Fadaii split into two factions, because
of the conflict of opinions on need of armed struggle and the nature of the Khomeini regime. The
Minority (Akaliyat) faction insisted on continuing the armed struggle, while the Majority (Aksariyat)
considered the Islamic Republic progressive and supported it.
The Khomeini regime first attacked the Minority, the Mujahedin and other militant leftist groups. In
early 1983 it turned against the Tudeh Party . In May the party was outlawed.
A large number of the leaders and cadres of the party were arrested, executed or sentenced to
long prison terms. Almost one year later the Majority Fadaii shared the same fate.
After the arrests of 1983 an internal opposition emerged against the central committee of the
Tudeh Party. This group started to leave the party after 1986 and founded the Hezb-e Demokratik
Mardom Iran (Iranian People's Democratic Party) .

The collection
The documents, which are described in this list, are from the personal papers of Hamid Ahmadi ,
a former naval officer, who was a member of the Central Committee of the Tudeh Party of Iran .
Ahmadi left the Tudeh Party in 1986 and is now lecturer at the Free University of Berlin . But due
to his political and academical interests he continued collecting documents concerning the socialist
and communist movements in Iran.
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The documents, which cover a wide historical period, beginning with 1917 and ending by 1990 ,
were transferred to the IISH in 1994 . The collection was already arranged, partly by subject,
partly by document type. The arrangement has not been changed but the documents were packed
and numbered in accordance with IISH practice. Series of periodicals and some pamphlets were
transferred to the library. The size of the collection is 2.12 m.

ANNEXI
Short biographies of the persons involved in the correspondence
Ahmadi, Hamid : Ahmadi was born in Sari, Iran in 1945, graduated from Iran's military academy
in 1968 and from Iran's naval academy in 1971. He was a member of the central committee
of the Tudeh Party of Iran . In 1986 he left the Tudeh Party . He became deputy director of the
Association for Iranian Studies in Berlin in 1992. He received his M.A. in Political Science and
began a Ph.D. program at the Free University of Berlin in Political Science in 1992. He is a
historian of Iranian leftist movements and has written several articles and books on this subject
Alavi, Bozorg : Alavi was born in Tehran, Iran in 1902. He was a member of the 'Arani' group
(Iranian Marxist group). He served as one of three editors on the editorial board of 'Donya', the
monthly journal of the 'Arani' group. He was in prison from 1937 until 1941. He was among the
prominent founders of the Tudeh Party , founded on the 2nd of October 1941. He was a member of
the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1941 until 1966.
He left the Tudeh Party in the autumn of 1967. He left Iran in 1953 and lived in exile. He graduated
from the Humboldt University of Berlin . He was a professor there from 1960 until 1988.
Amirkhosravi, Babak : Amirkhosravi was born in Tehran, Iran in 1927. He graduated from the
University of Tehran in Engineering in 1948. He received his Ph.D. in Economics from the
Humboldt University of Berlin in 1960. He was a member of the Tudeh Party from 1943 until 1986.
He was a member of the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1967 until 1986. He left the
Tudeh Party in the autumn of 1986. He was among the prominent founders of the Iranian People's
Democratic Party . He served as the secretary general of the Iranian People's Democratic Party .
He was a prominent figure in the opposition in Europe. He was editor in chief of the 'Rahe Azadi'
monthly journal in Europe.
Avanesiyan, Ardeshir (Arttashes) : Avanesiyan (pseudonym of Follad) was born in Rasht, Iran in
1898 and died in Armenestan (Jervan) in 1989. He was involved in revolutionary activities in Rasht
in 1916, while working at the Alexander Atabekian Pharmacy in Rasht and had close association
to Atabekian (For more information about Alexander Atabekian see: Atie van der Horst and Elly
Koen , Guide to the International Archives and Collections at the IISH, Amsterdam: 1989, p. 11).
He graduated from Kutov University in Moscow.
He was a member of the central committee of the Communist Party of Iran and was arrested in
1930. He was imprisoned in Tehran and Bandarabbas from 1930 until 1941. He was among the
prominent founders of the Tudeh Party , founded on the 2nd of October 1941. He was a member of
the executive committee of the Tudeh Party . He was a member of the 14th session of the Majles
(Parliament) in 1945. He was a representative from the Tudeh Party in KOMINTERN from 1941
until 1942 and a representative of the Tudeh Party in the ' Peace and Socialism ' Journal in Prag
from 1962 until 1972. He was active in the internal opposition group against the central committee
of the Tudeh Party from 1984 until 1989.
Azanour, Fredoun
Azanour was born in Tabriz, Iran in 1918. He graduated from Iran's military academy in 1940. He
was among the prominent founders of the military organization of the Tudeh Party in 1942. He was
a member of the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1967 until 1986. He left the Tudeh
Party in the autumn of 1986. He was active during the Algerian revolution where he lived for about
fifteen years. He was among the prominent founders of the Iranian People's Democratic Party and
was a prominent figure in the opposition in Europe.
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Baditabrizi, Shams : Baditabrizi was born in Tabriz, Iran in 1920. He graduated from Iran's airforce
training center and was a member of the military organization of the Tudeh Party from 1944 until
1953. He left Iran in 1953 and lived in exile thereafter. He became a professor at the University of
Moscow in 1970. He was a member of the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1986 until
1991.
Blourian, Ghani
Blourian was born in Sanandaj, Iran in 1922. He graduated from Baku's military academy in 1945.
He was among the prominent founders of the youth organization of the Iranian Kurdish Movement.
He was imprisoned from 1953 until 1979. He was a member of the executive committee of the
Tudeh Party . He was a leading member of the Kurdish Organization of the Democratic Party of
Iran .
Eskandari, Iraj : Eskandari was born in Tehran, Iran in 1902 and died in Paris in 1987. He received
his M.A. in Law at the University of Grenoble in France in 1928. He also completed his Ph.D. in
France. He was a member of the 'Arani' group (Iranian Marxist group). He was one of three editors
on the editorial board of 'Donya', the monthly journal of the 'Arani' group. He was imprisoned from
1937 until 1941. He was among the prominent founders of the Tudeh Party , founded on the 2nd
of October 1941. He was a member of the 14th session of the Majles (Parliament) and Minister of
Economics and Art in 1945. He was a member of the executive committee of the Tudeh Party from
1941 until 1967. He was the first secretary of the Tudeh Party from 1969 until 1979. He was active
in the internal opposition group against the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1983 until
1987.
Froghian, Habib : Froghian was born in Mashhad, Iran in 1924. He graduated from Iran's military
academy. He was a member of the military organization of the Tudeh Party from 1942 until 1945.
He was a member of the central committee of the Tudeh Party from 1960 until 1988. He left Iran in
1945 and lived in exile in Moscow.
Khavari, Ali
Khavari was born:in Ghochan, Iran in 1924. He graduated from the University of Tajikestan and the
University of Moscow .
He was among the prominent members of the ' Tashkilat-e Tehran ' (Underground Organization)
in the 1960's. He was imprisoned from 1966 until 1979. He was a member of the executive
committee of the Tudeh Party from 1979 until 1983. He appointed first secretary of the Tudeh Party
in 1983.
Lahoti, Abolghasem : Lahoti was born in Iran in 1880 and died in Moscow in 1953. He was a poet
and active as a revolutionary from 1914 until 1920 (Qiamlahoti). He lived in exile in the USSR from
1920 until 1953. He was Minister of Education in Tajikestan .
Mosavizadeh, Shahab : Mosavizadeh was born in Iran in 1950. He was a member of the Tudeh
Party and a member of the Iranian writers association.
Namvar, Rahin
Namvar was born in Hamadan, Iran in 1908 and died in Afghanistan in 1992. He was a journalist
and writer. He was a member of the Tudeh Party from 1943 until 1987. He was a member of the
central committee of the Tudeh Party .
Raeisi, Heshmat : Raeisi was born in Iran in 1945. He was a revolutionary activist in the Cherik
(Guerilla Fadaii) organization. He was imprisoned in the 1970's. He was a member of the central
committee of the Tudeh Party .
Safari, Hamid : Safari was born in Astara, Iran in 1922 and died in Berlin in 1992. He graduated
from Baku University . He was a member of the executive committee of the Tudeh Party from 1969
until 1979. He was deputy first secretary of the Tudeh Party from 1983 until 1992.
Shandermeni, Akbar : Shandermeni was born in Anzali, Iran in 1916. He was a member of the
'Arani' group. He was imprisoned from 1937 until 1941. He was a member of the central committee
of the Tudeh Party from 1946 until 1989. He resigned from the Tudeh Party in 1989. He left Iran in
1953 and lived in exile in Tajikestan.
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Tonkaboni, Fereydoun
Tonkaboni was born in Iran in 1933. He was a member of the Tudeh Party and a member of the
Iranian writers association.
Zarkari, Nader
Zarkari was born:in Iran in 1949. He was a revolutionary activist in the Cherik (Guerilla Fadaii)
organization. He was imprisoned in the 1970's. He was a member of the Tudeh Party.

A N N E X II
Transferred to the library of the IISH: Leaflets, journals and newspapers from the Iranian socialist
and communist parties, organizations and groups (1917-1990)
1. Ferqeh-ye edalat (The Justice Party of Iran) Party's journal: Biraq-e edalat (Flag of justice),
Baku: 1917.
2. Communist Party of Iran (CPI) Party's journal: Setar-e sorkh (Red star), Vienna: 1929-31. (With
a short history of the CPI. Written by Hamid Ahmadi).
3. Dr. Arani Group (Iranian Marxist Group) Monthly journal: Donya (World), Tehran: 1933-35.
4. Tudeh Party of Iran:
a. Donya: Political and theoretical organ of the central committee of the TPI(Monthly and
quarterly) East Germany and Iran (1960-85).
b. Nameh-e mardom: Organ of the central committee of the TPI East Germany and Iran
(1974-90)
c. Navid: Relating to the underground organization in Iran Iran (1975-79)
d. Arman & Peykar: Relating to the youth organization East Germany (1973-78)
e. Rah-e tudeh: Relating to sympathizers of the TPI outside of Iran Europe
f. Etehad-e mardom: Relating to Iranian people's league democratic Iran (1980-81)
5. Leaflets from the splinter group of the TPI:
a. Peshvak: West Berlin 1986
b. Rah-e arani: Organ of the Iranian People's Democratic Party, France (1990-93)
c. Rah-e azadi: Organ of the Iranian People's Democratic Party, France (1990-93)
6. Leaflets from various organizations and groups of armed struggles and other marxist groups in
Iran (1970-90) (mainly non-periodicals and incomplete):
a. Nabrd-e khalq
b. Fadaii
c. Rah-e kargar
d. Setar-e sorkh
e. Jonbesh-e kargari
f. Jonbesh-e daneshjoii
g. Payam azadi
h. Pouya
i. Kargar komounist
j. Enqelab va sosialism
k. Rahaii
l. Komounist
m. Payam daneshjo
n. Kurdestan
o. Parsi
p. Kar
q. Bakhtar-e Emruz
r. Besoye-Socialism

LIST
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Internal bulletins, pamphlets and other documents relating to the Tudeh
Party of Iran (1957-1991)
1

Asnad va qatnamehaye plenum-e charoum-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Documents and
statements of the fourth plenum of the Tudeh Party of Iran ), Moscow: July 1957.

2

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: March 1960, 22 pp.

3

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: June 1960, 21 pp.

4

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: Sept. 1960, 16 pp.

5

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: Oct. 1960, 22 pp.

6

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: July 1961, 16 pp.

7

Buleten-e daroun hezbi (Bulletin of Internal Debate on the formation of the Tudeh
Party ), East Germany: Sept. 1961, 47 pp.

8

Tarh-e barnameh va asasnameh-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Program and regulation of
the Tudeh Party ), East Germany: Sept. 1960, 20 pp.

9

Tarh va barnameh-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Plan and program of the Tudeh Party ),
East Germany: March 1973, 15 pp.

10

Tarh va barnameh-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Plan and program of the Tudeh Party ),
East Germany: 1975, 26 pp.

11

Asnad-e plenum-e hefdah-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Documents of the 17th plenum of
the Tudeh Party ), Iran: March 1981, 50 pp.

12

Asnad-e plenum-e hechdah-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Documents of the 18th plenum
of the Tudeh Party ), East Germany: 1984, 28 pp.

13

Wazayef-e amali-e mobarezan-e tudehii dar marhal-e konouni (Practical tasks
of the struggle of the Tudeh Party's members at present), East Germany: 1978,
45 pp.

14

Elal-e asasi-ye shekast-e jaryan-e siyahkal (Basic causes of defeat of the
"Siyahkal" current), East Germany: 1977, 39 pp.

15

Alfba-ye mobarezeh (Alphabet of the struggle), East Germany, 1977, 31 pp.

16

Arzyabi darbareh-ye enqelah (An evaluation of the revolution), East Germany:
1977, 31 pp.

17

Anch-e bayad yek kargar bedanad (What a worker must know), East Germany:
1977.

18

Hezb-e tudeh-e iran va cherikha-ye fadaii khalq (The Tudeh Party of Iran and the
guerilla organization), East Germany: 1977, 46 pp.

19

Tahlil az vaz-e jahani (An evaluation of the world situation), East Germany: 1973,
22 pp.

20

Dar rah-e etekhaz-e siyasat-e khareji-ye azad va mostaghel (On the path to
freedom and independence in foreign policy), East Germany: Feb. 1961, 20 pp.
Written by Ahmad Ghassemi.

21

Dahsal komak-e eqtesadi va fanni-ye etehad-e shoravi be iran (Ten years of
economic and technical aid from the Soviet Union to Iran), East Germany: 1975,
56 pp.
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22

Afsan-e sosial emperialism (The myth of socialist imperialism), East Germany:
n.d. , 28 pp.

23

Yadnameh-e shahidan (The commemoration of martyrs), East Germany: 1977,
92 pp.

24

Az khab ta bidari (From instability to being informed), East Germany: Jan. 1976.

25

Sorodha-ye hezb-e tudeh-e iran (The hymns of the Tudeh Party of Iran ), East
Germany: n.d. , 15 pp.

26

Darbareh-ye pratik-e enqelabi (Concerning the practice of the revolutionary), Iran:
1980, 78 pp.

27

Mash-e cheriki joda az tudeh (On the method of the guerilla's struggle isolated from
the people), Iran: 1980, 1 13 pp.

28

Barkhi masael-e zendegi-ye hezbi (Some problems of the party's existence), East
Germany: n.d. , 71 pp.

29

90 sanad va ilamiyehaye hezb-e tudeh-e iran (90 documents and proclamations of
the Tudeh Party) (from Aug. 1978 until March 1980 ), Iran: n.d.

30-32

24 jeld jozveh-ye porsesh va pasokh noredin kianouri dabir aval-e hezb-e tudehe iran (24 pamphlets concerning "Questions and answers" from Noredin Kianouri ,
the first secretary of the Tudeh Party) ( from Dec. 1979 until July 1982 ), Iran, ca.
1200 pp.

33

Bayani-ye moshtarak-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran va sazman-e fadaiian-e khalq-e iran
"aksariyat" (A joint proclamation of the Tudeh Party of Iran and Fadaiian-e Khalq
(majority) organization of Iran), Iran: Sept. 1981, 31 pp. (This wing of Fadaiian-e
Khalq became known as Aksariyat 'Majority').

34

Mavaz-e enteqadi-ye sehtan az aza-ye komit-e markazi be komit-e markazi
(Manifesto on critical issues from three members of the central committee (TPI) to
the central committee TPI), Paris : Dec. 1985, 89 pp.

35

Negahi koutah be tarh-e barnameh-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A short view of the plan
and program of the Tudeh Party of Iran ), Dec. 1985 , 40 pp.

36

Khatab be aza-ye hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A speech to the members of the Tudeh
Party of Iran ), Paris : Nov. 1985, 44 pp. Written by Fereydoun Azarnour , member
of the central committe of the Tudeh Party.

37

Nameh-ye tozihi be rofaqa-ye hezbi dar rabete be etelaii-ye heyat-e siyasi
hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A descriptive letter to the party's comrades concerning the
proclamation of the executive committee of the Tudeh Party of Iran ), Paris : Aug.
1985, 139 pp. Written by Babak Amirkhosravi and Farhad Farjad , members of the
central committee of the Tudeh Party .

38

Darbareh-ye osul va mavazin-e zendegi-ye daroun sazmani (Concerning the basis
of the internal organization's existence), Paris : Dec. 1986, 8 pp.

39

Buleten-e hahs-haye dakheli daroun-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Bulletin of Internal
Debate commenting critically on the organization of the Tudeh Party ), France and
Germany : 1985-86 , 6 volumes, 300 pp.

40

Sarnevesht-e tarikhi-ye hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Historical predestination of the Tudeh
Party of Iran ), Paris : Feb. 1987, 62 pp. Written by Babak Amirkhosravi .

41

Nameh be rofaqa (A letter to the comrades), Paris : Sept. 1984, 62 pp. Written by
Iraj Eskandari , Babak Amirkhosravi and F. Farjad .

42

Bar-resi va rishe jabi-ye eshtehbahat-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran dar chahr sal-e aval-e
enqelab (A study of the mistakes of the Tudeh Party of Iran during the four years
after the Iranian revolution), Paris : May 1986, 80 pp.
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43

Ma va hezb-e tudeh-e iran (We and the Tudeh Party of Iran ), France and
Germany: Oct. ]987 , 27 pp.

44

Khatab he aza va havadaran-e hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A speech to the members and
sympathizers of the Tudeh Party). June 1986 , 6 pp.

45

Pasokh be tohmat nameh-ye heyat siyasi-ye hezb-e tudeh (A reply to accusations
of the executive committee of the Tudeh Party). Sept. 1985 , 19 pp.

46

Marzbandi ba sabk-e kar-e demokratik jonbesh-e tudehiihaye mobarez enfesali
(Opponents' comments to the Tudehii Movement strugglers and their democratic
method), France : June 30, 1987.

47

Buleten-e siyasi - teorik monshabin az hezb-e tudeh-e iran (Bulletin of political
theory from the splinter group of the Tudeh Party ). Dec. 1986, 53 pp.

48

Bayan nameh-ye chahr tan az aza-ye komit-e markazi-ye hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A
proclamation from four members of the central committee of the Tudeh Party to the
internal critical movement of the TPI), West Berlin: June 1989, 8 pp.

49

Gozareshi az plenum-e deymah 1366 hezb-e tudeh-e iran (A critical report from the
plenum ( Jan. 1988 ) to the internal critical movement of the TPI), Sweden: Dec.
1988 , 22 pp. Written by Mohsen Heydarian .

50

Bulefen-e konferans-e hamburg. Jonbesh-e eterazi-ye hezb-e tudeh- iran (A
bulletin from Hamburg's conference to the internal critical movement of the TPI),
Hamburg: Sept. 1988, 105 pp.

51

Bohran-haye jadid dar hezb-e tudeh-e iran (New crisis in the Tudeh Party of Iran ),
Paris : Sept. 1988, 22 pp.

52

Arzyabi-ye moqademati massael-e nazari, siyasi va tashkilati (A primary study
on the party's condition: theoretical, political and organizational), Germany and
France : Jan. l, 1989, 67 pp.

53

Buleten-e bahs-haye darouni-ye aza-ye hezb-e tudeh-e iran dar britania (Bulletin
of Internal Debate on the members of the Tudeh Party in England), England: Dec.
1988, 49 pp.

54

Teori-haye gomrahi ya gomrahi-haye teorik (Misleading theories or theoretical
misleadings), England: Oct. 12, 1986, 55 pp.

55

Morouri bar rouidadhaye kargari dar sal-e 1984 (A view of the events of labour
currents in 1984 ), Germany and France , 1985, 28 pp.

56

Piramoun-e barkhi masael-e ejtemaii, eqtesadi va siyasi iran (Concerning some
social, economic and political problems in Iran), n.d. , 88 pp.

57

Vazhenameh vizheh-ye barnameh-ye hezb-e tudeh-ye iran (Special notebook for
the program of the TPI), 1986, 27 pp.

58

Buleten-e tadarouk-e konger-e sevom (Bulletin for the preparation of the third
congress), England and Germany: May 1988, 40 pp.

59

Pasokh be tobehgiran-e heyat-e siyasi-ye hezb-e tudeh-ye iran (A reply to
penitentiary. An open reply from Anwar (pseudonym) to the executive committee
of the Tudeh Party of Iran ), West Berlin: July 12, 1986, 14 pp. Written by Hamid
Ahmadi (Anwar), member of the central committee of the TPI until 1986 .

60

Konferans-e meli va vazayef-e tudehiiha dar barabar an (National conference of
the central committee of the TPI and the tasks of the members of the TPI against
this conference), Germany and France , Sept 1986, 13 pp.

61

Sazman-haye hezb-e tudeh-ye iran plenem 19 va konferans-e meli-ye hezb-e
tudeh-ye iran-ra mahkom mikonand (Organizations of the TPI condemn the 19th
plenum and national conference of the TPI), Europe and the Soviet Union: July
1986, 45 pp.
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62

Buleten-e tadarouk-e konger-e sevom (Bulletin for the preparation of the third
congress), England and Germany: Sept 1988, 30 pp.

63

Qatnamehaye kongereh-e moassesan-e hezb-e demokratik mardom iran
(Manifesto and proclamations of the first congress of the Iranian People's
Democratic Party ), Europe: Jan. 1987, 51 pp. (This congress is related to the
internal opponents of the Tudeh Party of Iran ).

64

Asasnameh-ye hezb-e demokratik mardom iran (kongreh aval) (regulation of the
Iranian People's Democratic Party (first congress)), Germany: Jan. 1987, 23 pp.

65

Asasnameh-ye hezb-e demokratik mardom iran (kongreh-ye dovom) (Regulation of
the Iranian People's Democratic Party (second congress), Germany and France :
1991, 30 pp.

66

Mabahessi chan piramoun-e kongreh-ye dovom-e hezb-e demokratik mardom-e
iran (Some comments and discussion about the second congress of the Iranian
People's Democratic Party ), France : Nov. 1989, 95 pp.

67

Buleten-e jonbesh-e eterazi dar hezb-e tudeh-ye iran (sazman-e hezb dar baku)
(Bulletin from the opposing movement in the TPI (TPI organization in Baku)), Baku:
1989/90, 52 pp.

68

Buleten-e jonbesh-e eterazi dar hezb-e tudeh-ye iran (sazman-e hezb dar baku)
(Bulletin from the opposing movement in the TPI (TPI organization in Baku)), Baku:
1989/90 , 48 pp.

69

Qatnameh-ye asasnamehi heyat-e dabiran-e hezb-e tudeh-ye iran be hozehaye
hezbi (Statement of regulation from the executive committee of the TPI to all of the
party domains), East Germany: 1987, 6 pp.

70

Tarh-e pishnahadi-ye hezb-e tudeh-ye iran darbareh-ye degargoni va nosazi-ye
gonagon-e jameh-ye iran (Plan suggested by the TPI about various aspects of the
restructuring of Iranian society), East Germany: Feb. 1978, 1 55 pp.

Internal bulletins, pamphlets and other documents relating to the
various organizations and groups of the Cherik-ha (Guerillas) Fadiian,
as well as other Iranian armed struggles and Marxist organizations and
groups (1970-1990)
71

Ancheh yek enqelabi bayad bedanad (What a revolutionary must know), Iran: July
1970, 78 pp. Written by Aliakbar Safaii Farahani (1940-70) leading member of the
Cherik-ha fadaii khalq in the "Siyahkal"current.

72

Mobarez-e mosalehan-e ham strategi ham taktik (Armed struggle is both a strategy
and a tactic), Iran: 1970, 169 pp. Written by Masoud Ahmadzadeh (1944-72)
leading member of the Cherik-ha fadaii khalq .

73

Rad-e teori-ye baqa va lozoum-e mobarezeh-ye mosalehaneh (The rejection of the
theory of survival and the necessity of armed struggle), Iran: 1970, 141 pp. Written
by Amir Parviz Pouyan (1944-72) leading member of the Cherik-ha fadaii khalq.

74

Mohre-eii bar safeh-ye shateranj (A marble on the chess board). Iran: l970, 11 pp.
Written by Bijan Jazani (1940-74) leading member of the Cherik-ha fadaii khalq.

75

Cherik-e fadaii khalq refiq ashraf dehqani sokhan migouyad (Comrade Ashraf
Dehqani as a guerilla speaks), Iran: 1973, 248 pp. (with appendix). Interview with
Ashraf Dehqani .

76

Payam-e sazmanhaye enqelabi mosalah (A proclamation from armed revolutionary
organizations), Iran: 1973, 63 pp. Published by sazman-e cherik-ha-ye fadaii khalq
iran(SCHFKHA) (The guerillas' fadaii organization of Iran (GFOI).
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77

Defaiiyat-e groeh-e javid arman-e khalq dar dadgah nezami (The defenses of the
group "Javid Arman Khalq" in the military court), Iran: 1973, 13 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

78

Jang-e partizani (The partisan fighting), Iran: n.d. , 12 pp. Written by Pijan Jazani .

79

Cherik-haye fadaii groeh-e shahr (Guerillas' group in the city), Iran: 1976, 106 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

80

"Cherik": Shekl-e assasi mobarezat tabeqati. Sharayet-e eini va zehni enqelab
(Guerilla: Basic formation of class struggle. Subjective and objective situation of
revolution), Iran: 1975, 43 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

81

Resal-ye marxism-islam ya islam-marxism (A dissertation on Marxist Islam or
Islamic Marxism), Iran: 1972, 34 pp. Written by Bijan Jazani .

82

Qesmati az khaterat-e roufaqa-ye sazman-e cherik-haye fadaii khalq darbarye refiq Hamid Ashraf (Extracts from the memoires of the comrades (GFOI) on
comrade Hamid Ashraf ), Iran: n.d. , 23 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

83

Dinamism-e kounouni-ye enqelab-e jahani (Present dynamics of world revolution),
Iran: 1973, 50 pp. Published by Fanous.

84

Buleten-e selsel-e bahsha-ye darouni SCHFKHA (GFOI) va sazman-e mujahedin
khalq-e iran (Special documents on the internal dabates between the SCHFKHA
(GFOI) and Mujahedin (Freedom Fighters) organization of Iran), Iran: 1977, 46 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

85

Elami-ye touziyhi mavaze-ye ideolozhik-e grouh-e monshaeb az SCHFKHA
(A descriptive proclamation on the ideological issues of the splinter group of
SCHFKHA (GFOI), Iran: 1977, 46 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

86

Chahr ressal-e az sazman-e cherik-haye fadaii khalq-e iran (Four dissertations on
SCHFKHA (GFOI)), Iran: 1977, 110 pp. Published by the support committee of the
new revolutionary movement of Iran (in Europe and USA).

87

Payam-e sazmanha va jonbeshha-ye enqelabi be SCHFKHA be monasebate hoftomin salgard-e rastakhiz-e siyahkal (A statement from organizations and
revolutionary movements to GFOI concerning the 7th anniversary of the "Siyahkal"
current), Iran: Feb. 1977 , l9 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

88

Taqdim be honarmandan dar band (To the artists of the regime's prisoners), Iran:
Sept. 1973, 55 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

89

Payam SCHFKHA be hejdahomin konger-e konfederasion jahani-ye daneshjoyan
(A proclamation from GFOI to the 18th Congress of the world's confederation of
Iranian students), Germany/ France : 1976, 9 pp. Published by Confederation.

90

Pasokh- enteqadi SCHFKHA be ketab enqelab (A critical reply from GFOI
concerning the book "revolution"), Europe/USA: n.d. , 162 pp. Published by The
support committee of the new revolutionary movement of Iran (in Europe and the
USA).

91

Gerayesh be rast dar siyasat-e khareji-ye jomhori-ye khalq-e chin .(Rightist
tendency in China's foreign policy), Iran: Oct. 1973, 34 pp. Published by SCHFKHA
(GFOI).

92

Massael-e had-e jonbesh-e ma. dovomin bahs-e daroun sazmani bein-e
SCHFKHA va sazman-e mujahedin-e khalq-e iran (Acute problems of our
movement. Special documents on the second internal debates between GFOI and
Mujahedin Khalq ), Iran: March 1977, 392 pp. Published by Mujahedin Khalq .

93

Darbareh-ye sharayet-e eini-ye enqelab (Concerning the objective condition of the
revolution), Iran: Sept. 1978, 124 pp. Written by Ashraf Dehqani and Mohamad
Hormatipour .
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94

Jonbesh-e khalq va oportounistha-ye ma (People's movement and our
opportunists), Iran: July 1978, 22 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

95

Buleten-e asr-e amal. Teorik siyasi (yek) (Bulletin of the practical era. Political
theory 1), Iran: n.d. , 154 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

96

Buleten-e asr-e amal. Teorik siyasi (haft) (Bulletin of the practical era. Political
theory 7), Iran: n.d. , 170 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

97

Elami-ye touzihi SCHFKHA dar rabet-e ba enfjar-e kalantari-ye chahr va maqar-e
hezb-e rastakhiz-e ghom; (A descriptive statement from GFOI about the explosion
of the police station number four and the Rastakhiz (Resurrection) Party in Goum),
Iran: Jan. 1978, 12 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

98

Yadha (Commemoration), Iran: 1977, (English translation) ca. 367 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

99

Dou maqal-e az SCHFKHA (Two articles from GFOI), Iran: n.d. , 25 pp. Published
by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

100

Dar bareh-ye aval mah-e meh (Concerning the first day of May), Iran: n.d. , 52 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI),

101

Char ressal-e az SCHFKHA (Four dissertations on GFOI), Iran: Sept. 1974,
110 pp. Published by The support committee of the new revolutionary movement of
Iran (in Europe and USA).

102

Tarikheh-ye aval mah-e meh (A short history of the first day of May), Iran: n.d. ,
42 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

103

Mobarezeh-ye mossalehan-e va oportunistha (The armed struggle and
opportunists), Iran: n.d. , 100 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

104

Yaddasht-haye cherik-e fadaii khalq refiq-e shahid marziye ahmadi oskouii
(Notebooks of the martyr comrade Marziye Ahmadi Oskouii , member of
SCHFKHA), Iran: Sept. 1974, 197 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

105

Dar bareh-ye massael-e douran-e gozar (Concerning the problems of the transition
period), Iran: April 1974, 127 pp. Published by Etehad-e mobarez-e dar rah-e eijade hezb-e tabaq-e kargar (The struggle league on the path to the establishment of a
working class party).

106

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e yek (Theoretical Bulletin 1), Iran: l974 , 56 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

107

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e dou (Theoretical Bulletin 2), Iran: 1974, 103 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

108

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e seh (Theoretical Bulletin 3), Iran: August 1975, 99 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

109

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e chahr (Theoretical Bulletin 4), Iran: 1975, 127 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

110

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e panj (Theoretical Bulletin 5), Iran: Oct. 1975, 88 pp.
Published SCHFKHA (GFOI).

111

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e shesh (Theoretical Bulletin 6), Iran: Jan. 1976,
202 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

112

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e haft (Theoretical Bulletin 7), Iran: June 1976, 97 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

113

Buleten-e teorik shomareh-e hasht (Theoretical Bulletin 8), Iran: Dec. 1976, 38 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

114

Prosseh-e tajanous, tabadolnazar bein-e SCHFKHA va groh-e etehad-e komounisti
(The homogeneity process and debate between GFOI and the group of the
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communist league), Iran: March 1977, 108 pp. Published by The communist league
group of Iran.
115

Piramoun-e darou-dasteh-ye sazman-e enqelabi-ye tudeh (Concerning the gang of
revolutionary organizations of the TPI), Germany: July 1978, 138 pp. Published by
The revolutionary Marxist-Leninist group of Iran.

116

Jonbesh-e daneshjoii iran va vazayef-e asli an (Iranian students' movement and
their basic tasks), Iran: March 1975, 168 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

117

Jebhe-ye vahed-e zed-e diktatori va darou-dasteh-ye hezb-e tudeh (The front
of anti-dictatorship and the gang of the Tudeh Party ), Iran: July l978 , 39 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

118

Payam-e SCHFKHA be daneshamozan-e miyhan parst (The proclamation from
GFOI to patriot students), Iran: n.d. , 62 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

119

Nabard-e khalq vizheh-ye kargaran va zahmatkeshan (The Nabarde Khalq
(People's Struggle, the journal of the GFOI) for workers and toilers), Tran
(Abadan): Feb. 1979 , 20 pp. Published by The sympathizers of the GFOI in the oil
industry in Abadan (South of Iran).

120

Negahi be mosaheb-ye refiq ashraf dehqani (A view of the interview of the
comrade Ashraf Dehqani), Iran: n.d. , 37 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

121

Chera sherkat dar majles-e khebregan farib-e tudehast (Why? taking part in the
Khebregan Majles (Experts' Parliament) is deceitful to the people), Iran: August 1,
1979, 33 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

122

Sokhani ba rofaqd-ye daneshjou (A speech to the student comrades), Iran:
May 10, 1979, 57 pp. Published by Sazman-e daneshjouyan-e pishgam (The
organization of initiator students).

123

Bourzhovazi liberal (The liberal bourgeoisie), Iran: n.d. , 59 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

124

Sabeq-e tarikhi-ye khyanat-haye hezb-e tudeh (Historical antecedent of the Tudeh
Party's treacheries), Iran: n.d. , 21 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

125

Seh resal-e dar mored-e goshehaii az mobarez-ye idolozhik (Three dissertations
about some problems of the ideological struggle), Iran: 1979, 51 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

126

Hakemiyat-e amperialism, mavaz-e moujahedin khalq-e iran va alternativ-e
enqelabi (The sovereignty of imperialism, the mujahedin issues and the alternative
of the revolution), Iran: 1979, 51 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

127

Jang-e khalq - artesh-e khalq (People's struggle-people's army), Iran: May 10,
1979, 150 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

128

Tarh-e barnam-e cherikha-ye khalq-e iran (Plan and program of the GFOI), Iran:
Feb. 1982, 23 pp. Published by SCHFKHA(GFOI).

129

Pish be sou-ye mobarezeh idolozhik - pasokh be mosaheb-e ba refiq ashraf
dehqani (On the path to ideological struggle-a reply to the interview of comrade
Ashraf Dehqani), Iran: Aug. 1980, 80 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOT).

130

Payam-e SCHFKHA be monasebat-e dou-rouz-e bozorg-e tarikhi (Message from
GFOI concerning the two historic days), Iran: Jan. 5, 1980, 44 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

131

Pasokh-e aqaliat be nameh-e markaziya (A reply from the minority to the letter on
"centralization"). Iran: June 23, 1980, 44 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

132

Komounistha va jonbesh-e dehqani (The communists and the peasant movement),
Iran: Feb. 1980, 78 pp. Published by sazman-e peykar dar rah-e azadi-e tabaqeh-
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e kargar (The organization fighting for the liberation of the working class) (Also
referred to as "Peykar").
133

Kargar be pish(Workers advance), Iran: March 30, 1980 ; 50 pp. Published by
Peykar.

134

Moshakhesat-e assasi oza-ye konouni va vazayef-e komunistha (Basic description
of the present situation and the tasks of the communists), Iran: n.d. , 12 pp.
Published by Peykar.

135

Dar torkamansahra cheh gozasht? naqsh-e doulat dar anja (What happened in
Torkamansahra (North of Iran)? The role of the Iranian government in this area),
Iran: March 8, 1979 ; 14 pp. Published by Peykar.

136

Kargaran etesabi faryad mizanand (The shouting of the workers in protest), Iran:
Sept. 27, 1982. Published by Peykar.

137

Eshq, ezdewaj, khanewadeh az didgah-e marxism leninism (Love, marriage and
family from a marxist-leninist perspective), Iran: Oct. 1979, 54 pp. Published by
Peykar.

138

Bar afrashteh bad parcham-e mobarezeh-ye idolozhik (Raising the flag of the
ideological struggle), Iran: Nov. 16, 1979, 48 pp. Published by Peykar.

139

Kheslat-e sarmayeh-dari ravabet-e tolidi dar etehad-e shoravi (The specification
of the capitalist and the relations of production in the USSR), Iran: n.d. , 24 pp.
Published by Peykar.

140

Buleten-e teorik siyasi (Bulletin of Political Theory), Iran: Jan. 29, 1981, 283 pp.
Published by Peykar.

141

Aksariyat sazman-e SCHFKHA zir parcham social reformism (The majority of the
GFOI on the path to social reformism), Iran: July 1980, 73 pp. Published by Rahe
fadaii (On the path of Fadii).

142

Kesani-ke mored-e khatab-e komit-e markazi-ye khaen-e hezb-e tudeh qarar
geretehand, cherik-haye fadaii khalq nistand (The persons being addressed by the
central committee of the TPI are not the members of the GFOI), Iran: Dec. l9, 1980,
28 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

143

Aya SCHFKHA mobarez-e mosalehan-e va gozashteh-ye khod-ra nafye kard-e
ast? (Has the GFOI negated the armed struggle and its antecedent), Iran: n.d. ,
40 pp. Published by The sympathizers of the GFOI.

144

Chera dar entekhabat-e majles-e khebregan sherkat kardim (Why? we took part
in the election of the Khebregan Majles (Experts' Parliament)), Iran: n.d. , 31 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

145

Akhbar-e mobarezati-ye SCHFKHA (News of the struggles of the GFOI), Iran: Feb.
8, 1981, 80 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

146

Moqademeh-e SCHFKHA bar mobarezeh-ye mosalehan-e ham stratezhi ham
taktik (The introduction of the GFOI to the armed struggle is both a strategy and a
tactic), Iran: Feb. 8, 1981, 28 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

147

Piramoun-e reviziounism (Concerning revisionism), Iran: n.d. , 31 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOT).

148

Mossalah kardan-e tudeha va tashkil-e artesh-e khalq (Making arrangements for
arming the people and organizing the people's army), Iran: Aug. 23, 1979, 120 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

149

Mobarezeh-ye zed-e emperialisti va jaryan-e kar (The anti-imperialist struggle and
the work current), Iran: May 12, 1980 , 28 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

150

Marg bar emperialism, marg bar faribkaran (Death to imperialism, death to
deception), Iran: Nov. 25, 1980, 18 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).
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151

Darbareh-ye jang-e dou dolat-e iran va araq (Concerning the war between Iran and
Iraq), Iran: Oct. 30, 1980, 9 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

152

Tahlili bar vaqa-ye akhir daneshgaha (Comments on the recent events of the
universities), Iran: n.d. , 21 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOT).

153

Houl-e barnameh-ye amal-e SCHFKHA motahed shavim (Being united on the
applied program of the GFOI), Iran: n.d. , 21 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

154

Sazesh-e etabeqati zir-e poushesh-e mobarezeh-ye zed emperialisti (The antiimperialist struggle with clandestine class compromises), Iran: Dec. 5, 1979, 26 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

155

Jang va enqelab (War and revolution), Iran: Sept. 1980, 66 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

156

Hasteha-ye motaleatii va chegonegi-ye amalkard-e an (Underground domains of
study and their functions), Iran: n.d. , 30 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

157

Massael-e arzi, jonbesh-e dehqanan va siyasat ma (Problems of the land, the
peasants' movement and our policy), Iran: March 1981, 65 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

158

Leninism ya trotskism (Buleten-e mobahesat-e dakheli) (Leninism or Trotskyism
(Bulletin of Internal Debates), Iran: July 1982, 39 pp. Published by SCHFKHA
(GFOI).

159

Darbareh-ye doran (Buleten-e mobahesat-e dakheli)(Concerning historical periods
(Bulletin of Internal Debates), Iran: July 3, 1982, 35 pp. Published by SCHFKHA
(GFOI).

160

Darhareh-ye majles-e moasessan (Concerning the Moasessan (Constituent)
Parliament, Iran: July 1979, 38 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (Daneshjoyan
pishgam)(GFOI student branch).

161

Karikatori az barnam-e hezb-e comounist (A caricature of the program of the
communist party), Iran: June 1982, 32 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

162

Darhareh-ye barnam-e pishahangan proletaria (Concerning the program of the
proletarian leaders), Iran: Feb. 1979, 48 pp. Published by Razmandegan azadi
tabaq-e kargar (The freedom fighters of the working class) (Also referred to as
FFOWC).

163

Massael-e enqelab-e iran (Problems of the Iranian revolution), Iran: July l979 ,
26 pp. Published by Etehad-e mobarezan comounist (The communist struggle
league) (Also referred to as CSL).

164

Gami dar efsha-ye reviziounism (Hezb-e tudeh, sazman-e enqelabi toufan) (On the
path to disclosing revisionism (The TPI, revolutionary organization-Toufan), Iran:
June 23, l979 , 32 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

165

Shiweh-ye barkhord be ahzab-e bourzhovazi (Encountering bourgeoisie parties),
Iran: July 1979, 62 pp. Published by FFOWC.

166

Naqdi bar pish be sou-ye mobarezeh-ye idolozhik (A critic and looking forward to
the ideological struggle), Iran: March 1979, 64 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

167

Pish be sou-ye mobarezeh-ye idolozhik, zamen-e wahdat-e jonbesh-e comounisti
(Looking forward to the ideological struggle, the assurance of the unity of the
communist movement), Iran: Feb. 1979, l9 pp. Published by Pishgam.

168

Mohtava-ye pirouzi-ye enqelab-e demokratik iran (The contents of victory of the
Iranian democratic revolution), Iran: n.d. , 84 pp. Published by FFOWC.

169

Vazayef-e marxist leninistha-ye iran (The tasks of the Iranian Marxist Leninists),
Iran: n.d. , 96 pp. Published by FFOWC.
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170

Tez-haye daftar-e siyasi sazman-e mobarez-e bara-ye ijad-e jonbesh-e mostaqbel,
darbareh-ye mahiyat va marhal-e enqlelab-e iran (The theses of the executive
bureau of the organization "The struggle for the establishment of the independent
workers' movement" concerning the content of the Iranian revolution), Iran: Sept.
1980, 45 pp. Published by The struggle for the establishment of the independent
workers' movement organization of Iran (SIWMOI).

171

Antour ke hezb bayad bashad va bar ala-ye amyan-e kardan-e shoar-e enteqad
az khod (That which the party must be and against the device of self critic), Iran:
March 1980, 17 pp. Published by Pishgam.

172

Fadiian aksariyat be koja miravand? Naqd va baresi-ye mavaz-e aksariyat va
hezb-e tudeh-e(Which way is the Fadiian Aksariyat (majority) going? Comments
on the Aksariyat and TPI), Iran: Dec. 27, 1980, 22 pp. Published by Anjomanha-ye
daneshjoyan-e mosalman-e daneshgaha (Islamic association of the universities).

173

Negahi be faliatha-ye hasteh-haye siyasi nezami tarafdaran-e SCHFKHA dar
hormozgan (A view of the armed political activities (Sympathizers of the GFOI
in Hormozgan-South of Iran), Iran: Feb. 1981, 17 pp. Published by SCHFKHA
(GFOI).

174

Cherik-e fadaii khalq ashraf-e dehgani sokhan migoyad (The fadaii guerilla Ashraf
Dehqani speaks), Iran: May 29, 1979, 77 pp..

175

Jalessat-e sokhanrani va bahs va goftegou (Sessions on the speeches and
debates), Iran: Feb. 1979, 41 pp. Published by Pishgam.

176

Sharayet-e eini-ye enqelab (The objective situation of the revolution), Iran: n.d. ,
67 pp. Published by Pishgam (in Tabriz).

177

Pasokh-e seminar-e guttingen be nameh-e berlin (A reply from Gottingen's seminar
to the Berlin letter), Germany: Dec. 8, 1980, 21 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOIGermany's branch).

178

Mobarezat-e tabaq-e kargar (Struggles of the working class), Iran: Feb. 1980,
61 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

179

Sokhani ba rofaqa-ye hawadar (A speech to the sympathizer comrades), Iran: June
10, 1980, 17 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

180

Bar afrasht-e bad parcham-e mobarezeh-ye idolozhik (Raising the flag of
ideological struggle), Iran: Nov. 16, 1979, 48 pp. Published by Peykar.

181

Jonbesh-e khalq va tabaq-e kargar (The people's movement and the working
class), Iran: n.d. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

182

Akhbar-e mobarezati SCHFKHA (News of struggle of the GFOI), Iran: Feb. 8,
1982, 13 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

183

Payam be rofaqa-ye daneshjou be monasebat-e l6 azar (Message to the student
comrades concerning the 7th of December anniversary),Iran: Dec. 7, 1979, 18 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

184

Pasoukh be forsattalaban dar mored-e mobarez-ye mossalehan-e ham stratezhi
ham taktik (A reply to the opportunists concerning the armed struggle as both a
strategy and a tactic), Iran: 1980, 66 pp. Written by Hamid Momeni (GFOI).

185

Sokhanrani cherik-e fadaii khalq ashraf dehqani (A speech from the fadaii guerilla
Ashraf Dehqani).

186

Dar mored- jang-e dou rezhim-e zed-e khalqi iran va araq (Concerning the war
between two inhuman regimes-Iran and Iraq), Iran: March 20, 1980, 31 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

187

Khatab be SCHFKHA (A message to the GFOI), Iran: May 2, 1981, 12 pp.
Published by Rah-e fadaii (The path of the Fadaii).
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188

Payam khomeini va reformha-ye sarmaye daran-e( Khomeini 's message and
capitalist reform), Iran Feb. 27, 1982, 16 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

189

Sokhani ba hawadaran-e SCHFKA piramoun-e massaleh-e pishgam (A speech
to the sympathizers of the GFOI concerning the Pishgam-Students organization),
Iran: Oct. 1979, 8 pp. Published by Jazani's group.

190

Shenakht-e hezb-e tudeh(Knowing the Tudeh Party ), Iran: March 1979, 52 pp.
Published by FFOWC.

191

Chand ezhar-e nazar piramoun-e maqal-e "siyasat emperialism amerika va
hakemiyat siyasi"(Some comments concerning the article: "The imperialist policy
of the USA and political sovereignty"), Iran: March 25, 1980, 16 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

192

Vazayef-e tabliqi dar moqeiat-e kounoni (The role of propaganda in the present
situation), Iran: July 1981, 45 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

193

Beyad-e refiq hormoz gorji bayani(In commemoration of comrade Hormoz Gorji
Bayani), Iran: Oct. l979 , 7 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

194

Payam SCHFKHA be havadaran-e sazman dar kharej-e keshvar (Message from
GFOI to the sympathizers outside of Iran), Iran: Oct. 1982, 14 pp. Published by
SCHFKHA (GFOI).

195

Dark-e man az SCHFKHA (My understanding of GFOI), USA: n.d. , 8 pp.
Published by The sympathizers of the GFOI in the USA.

196

Buleten-e mobahesat-e shomareh-ye yek (Cheshmandaz)(Bulletin of Internal
Debates 1 "Outlook"), Iran: n.d. , 28 pp. Published by SCHFKHA.

197

Mosaheb-e ba yeki az rofaqa-ye ozve komite-ye markazi SCHFKHA va masoul
komite kharej-e keshvar(Interview with a member of the central committee of the
GFOI and in charge of the organization of GFOI outside of Iran), Germany: 1982,
30 pp. Published by GFOI (in Germany).

198

Chera souton-e cheriki-ye jangal zarbeh khord (Why? the guerillas' format has
been struck in the jungle ("Siyakhal" in the North of Iran)), Iran: 1982, 30 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

199

Beyad- cherik-e fadaii abdolrahim sahouri (In commemoration of the fadaii guerilla
Abdolrahim Sabouri), Iran: Feb. 14, 1982, 16 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

200

Vizh-e nameh-e salroz-e shahadat-e fadaii khalq refiq saeed soltan pour (Special
notebook concerning the anniversary of the death of the fadaii guerilla and martyr
Saeed Soltan Pour), Iran: March 18, 1983, 13 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

201

Asnadi az jonbesh-e demokratik enqelabi zahmatkeshan gilan va mazandaran
(Extracts from the documents of the revolutionary democratic movement in Gilan
and Mazandaran (in the North of Iran), Iran: Jan. 1983, 43 pp. Published by The
toilers' revolutionary democratic movement (Gilan and Mazandaran).

202

Pasokh be enhelaltaleban (A reply to the dissolutionist), Iran: July 1983, 35 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

203

Jang-e enqelabi-ra gostaresh dahim (We must spread the revolutionary battle),
Iran: July 1983, 28 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

204

Natayej-e seminar-e visbaden (The results of the Wiesbaden seminar), Germany:
July 28, 1985, 108 pp. Published by Jonbesh-e demokratik enqelabi-ye
zahmatkeshan iran (Toilers revolutionary democratic movement of Iran) (Also
referred to as TRDMI).

205

Koushesh dar rah-e ijad-e jebeh-ye demokratik - chap va enqelabi - dar iran
(Struggle on the path to the establishment of the democratic movement left and
revolutionary-in Iran), Germany: n.d. Published by TRDMI.
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206

Gozaresh-e seminar-e shahr-e mains (A report from the Mainz seminar), Germany:
Dec. 1984, 20 pp. Published by TRDMI.

207

Proletaria, borzhevazi va enqelab-e demokratik (Proletariat, bourgeoisie and
democratic revolution), Iran: Sept. 1, 1983, 12 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI
in Balouchestan).

208

Buleten-e defaii eshqal-e jasoskhan-e jomhori-ye eslami dar estekhol (Defense
bulletin concerning the occupation of the Iranian embassy in Stockholm), Europe:
Aug. 24, 1981, 23 pp. Published by Peykar.

209

Chand maqal-e darbareh-ye massael-e konouni-ye jonbesh (Some artilces
concerning the situation of the movement), France : n.d. , 22 pp. Written by Ali
Keshtgar. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

210

Hakemiyat enhessar talaban va ravand-e an (The monopolists' sovereignty and its
process), Iran: Jan. 1980, 144 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

211

Dars-haye enqelab-e bahman (The lessons of the February Revolution), Europe:
Jan. 1, 1983, 17 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

212

Gozaresh-e jaryan-e sheklgiri komit-ye tadarok-e tashkil-e jebeh-ye hambastegi
beinolmelali baraye defa az hoqouq-e demokratik-e mardom-e iran dar franse (A
report concerning the formation and establishment of the international amnesty
committee "Human Rights in Iran" in France ), France : Nov. 1982, 28 pp.
Published by Rah-e fadaii.

213

Yaddasht-haye barkhord (The notebooks concerning the contact), Iran: Feb. 1981,
24 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

214

Fashism, kabous-e "Rah-e Kargar" (Fascism, nightmare of the "Rah-e Kargar"),
Iran: Feb. 1980, 54 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

215

Boudjeh-ye maktabi 61 vabaste be bazar-e naft (IRI budget in 1980 depends on
the price of oil in the world market), Iran: April 5, 1980, 16 pp. Published by Rah-e
fadaii.

216

Eshqal-e daneshgaha edameh-e khat-e imam (Tahlili bar eshqal-e daneshgaha
va ahdaf an) (The occupation of the universities was the continuation of Khomeini
's policy (A commentary on the occupation of the universities and its aims)), Iran:
Feb. 1980, 69 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

217

Tazad-e omd-e dar dorehaii az jonbesh-e rahaeibakhsh-e iran (The basic conflict in
some periods of the Iranian liberty movement), Iran: Oct. 1980, 48 pp. Published by
Rah-e fadaii.

218

Shekl-e mehvari-ye mobarezeh va ahmyat an (The form of the struggle and its
importance), Iran: March 1981, 44 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

219

Jang-e iran va araq va moz-e ma (The war between Iran and Iraq and our
platform), Iran: Sept. 30, 1980, 24 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

220

Bohran-e konouni va dournama-ye an (The present crisis and its outlook), Iran:
July 1981, 54 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

221

Marhal-e sevom-e stratezhi mosalehan-e mujahedin (The third stage of the armed
fighting strategy of the Mujahedin), Iran: Oct. 1983 , 22 pp. Published by Rah-e
fadaii.

222

Gozaresh-e "novin" dar elamiyeha-ye SCHFKHA (The "new" report of the
statements of GFOI). Iran: Sept. 1979. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

223

Bahs houl-e mobramtarin massael-e jonbesh-e kargari (The important problems'
debate of the workers' movement), Iran: Sept. 197 9, 43 pp. Published by Rah-e
fadaii.
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224

Hezb-e tudeh doust-e dourandishan dirouz va enhesartaleban emrouz (The Tudeh
party -yesterday a friend of the provinces and today a friend of the monopolists),
Iran: Oct. 1979, 47 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

225

Mobarez-e ba enhesartaleban mazmon-e omdeh-ye marhal-e feli jonbesh-e
rahaeibaksh (Campaign against the monopolist is at present the path of the
freedom movement), Iran: Oct. 1979, 58 pp. Published by Rah-e fadaii.

226

Diktatori va tabliq-e mossalehan-e (Dictatorship and the propaganda on the armed
struggle), Iran: July 1983. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

227

Buleten-e mobahesat (enqelab iran va vazayef-e proletaria) (Bulletin of Internal
Debates (Iran's revolution and tasks of the proletariat)), Iran: Jan. 1982, 124 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

228

Buleten-e mobahesat (Enqelab iran va vazayef-e proletaria) (Bulletin of Internal
Debates (Iran's revolution and the tasks of the proletariat)), Iran: July 1986, 321 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

229

Buleten-e selsel-e bahs-haye darouni (Bulletin of Internal Debates), Iran: 1985,
230 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

230

Payam shora-ye ali sazman-e SCHFKHA (Statement from the high council of the
GFOI), Iran: Feb. 11, 1985, 19 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (G FOI).

231

Ravanshenasi-ye ejtemaii va tarikh (Social psychology and history), Iran: Aug.
1980, 73 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

232

Sarnevesht-e yek marg-e tarikhi (The predestination of a historical death), Iran:
Sept. 1985, 102 pp. Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

233

Khatab be hasteha-ye sorkh (Message to the red groups), Iran: July 1985, 59 pp.
Published by SCHFKHA (GFOI).

234

Marhaleh-e enqelab-e iran (The stage of Iran's revolution), Iran: Dec. 1982, 43 pp.
Published by Sazman-e kargaran-e enqelabi-ye iran (Rah-e kargar) (Revolutionary
workers' organization of Iran (The path of the workers)).

235

Shekast-e enqelab az kodam zavi-ye (Defeat of the revolution and the angle of the
defeat), Iran: Aug. 1982, 58 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

236

Anternasionalism proleteri dar teori va amal (International proletariat in theory and
practice), Iran: Dec. 1982, 73 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

237

Feshord-e tahqiqat va arzyabi-ye ma az faja-ye dardnak 4 bahman (Our
condensed research and comments on the tragedy of January 24th), Iran: April 23,
1985, 30 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

238

Tarh-e jadid asasnam-e rah-e kargar (The new plan of the regulation of the "Rah-e
Kargar" organization of Iran), Iran: Sept. 1988, 18 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

239

Tarh-e barnam-e rah-e kargar (The plan and program of the "Rah-e Kargar"), Iran:
March 1987, 28 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

240

Buleten-e mobahesat-e tarh-e barnam-e (Bulletin of Internal Debates on the plan
and program of the "Rah-e Kargar"), Iran: Jan. 1989, 163 pp. Published by Rah-e
kargar.

241

Marz-haye erteja va marz-haye hoviiyat ma (The frontiers of the reactionary and
the frontiers of our identity), Iran: Aug. 1982, 42 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

242

Dar naqd-e sosialism khorde-e borzhouvazi (aqaliat SCHFKHA az, aqaz ta
emrouz) (A critic of petty bourgeois socialism- To the minority of GFOI from the
beginning to the present), Iran: Feb. 1985, 198 pp. Published by Rah-e kargar.

243

Massael-e enqelab va mavaz-e ma (The problems of the revolution and our
platforms), Iran: Aug. 1983, 88 pp. Written by Faroukh Nehgadar, the first secretary
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of the Aksariyat. Published by Sazman-e fadiian aksariyat (The fadiian majority
organization) (Also referred to as Aksariyat).
244

Massael-e enqelab va mavaz-e ma (The problems of the revolution and our
platforms), Iran: Feb. 1984, 25 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

245

Hokme tarikh be pish miravad (The judgement of history continues), Iran: 1983,
12 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

246

Az ranj va razm-e zanan (Concerning women's struggle and suffering), Iran: n.d. ,
35 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

247

Tahlil-e rouydad-haye iran va jahan (Comments on Iran and world events), Iran:
Dec. 1, 1983, 15 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

248

Douran-e gozar az sarmay-e dari be sosialism (The periods from capitalism to
socialism), Iran: Aug. 1982, 96 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

249

Tahlil-e lahzeh va rah-e brounraft az an (Comments on the present situation and
the escape from the crisis), Iran: June 11, 1983, 16 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

250

Soukhani ba mosalmanan mobarez va enqelabi (A speech to Muslim strugglers
and revolutionaries), Iran: Aug. 1983, 15 pp. published by Aksariyat.

251

Amozesh-haii az sakhteman-e hezb (Some training about the party's structure),
Iran: Sept. 1987, 64 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

252

Buleten-e siyasi sazman-e aksariyat (Political bulletin of the Aksariyat), Iran: March
16, 1982, 29 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

253

Buleten-e siyasi sazman-e aksariyat (Political bulletin of the Aksariyat), Iran: March
30, 1982, 14 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

254

Nameh-e komiteh-e markazi-e hezb-e komounist-e etehad-e shoravi be sazmanhaye hezbi (A letter from the Soviet Union communist party to the party's
organization), Iran: July 14, 1983, 73 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

255

Chahromin sal-e enqelab (The 4th anniversary of the Iranian revolution), Iran: Feb.
7, 1982, 22 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

256

Gozareshi az afghanestan-e enqelabi (A report on Afghanistan's revolutionaries),
Iran: Feb. 1983, 47 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

257

Tahr-e asasnam-e aksariyat (The plan and regulation of the Aksariyat), Iran: n.d. ,
39 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

258

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye yek (Congress bulletin
(internal) Aksariyat 1), Soviet Union: March 1987, 37 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

259

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 3 (Congress bulletin (internal)
Aksariyat 3), Soviet Union: July 1987, 102 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

260

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 4 bakhsh-e yek (Congress
bulletin (internal) Aksariyat 4 part 1), Soviet Union: Aug. 1987, 73 pp. Published by
Aksariyat.

261

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 4 bakhsh-e dou (Congress
bulletin (internal) Aksariyat 4 part 2), Soviet Union: Aug. 1987, 69 pp. Published by
Aksariyat.

262

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 8 (Congress bulletin (internal)
Aksariyat 8), Soviet Union: Jan. 1988, 165 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

263

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 9 (Congress bulletin (internal)
Aksariyat 9), Soviet Union: Feb. 1988, 44 pp. Published by Aksariyat.

264

Buleten-e konger-e (darouni) aksariyat shomareh-ye 14 (Congress bulletin
(internal) Aksariyat 14), Soviet Union: Dec. 1988, 226 pp. Published by Aksariyat.
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265

Bayani-ye enshe-ab az aksariyat, hamra-e ba platform-e idolozhik - siyasi
(The statement of the splinter group of the Aksariyat, with a political ideological
platform), Jan. 1989, 52 pp. Published by Splinter group of the Aksariyat.

266

Nameh-e ejlass-e köln be komit-e markazi aksariyat (A letter from Köln's session
to the central committee of Aksariyat), June 24, 1988 , 12 pp. Published by The
opposition group in the Aksariyat organization.

267

Nameh-e 6 nafar az aza-ye komit-e markazi aksariyat be hoze-haye hezbi (A letter
from six members of the central committee of the Aksariyat to the organization's
internal domains), Feb. 20 1989, 10 pp.

268

Nameh-e enteqadi anwar (hamid ahmadi) be heyat-e siyasi-ye Aksariyat (A critical
letter from Anwar (pseudonym) Hamid Ahmadi to the executive committee of the
Aksariyat), July 2, 1987, 12 pp.

269

Nameh-e enteqadi anwar be komit-e markazi-ye Aksariyat. Khatab be kadrha
va aza-ye Aksariyat (A critical letter from Anwar to the central committee of the
Akasariyat. Message to the cadres and members of the Aksariyat), West Berlin:
March 19, 1988, 2 pp.

270

Nameh-e anwar be komit-e markazi-ye Aksariyat (A letter from Anwar to the central
committee of the Aksariyat), West Berlin: Oct. 19, 1988, 1 pp.

271

Barnameh-e hezb-e komounist-e iran (konger-e moasses) (The program of the
Communist Party of Iran (Establishment Congress)), Sept. 1983, 31 pp. Published
by The New CPI.

272

Qatnameh-ha va asnad-e konger-e aval-e etehad-e mobarezan-e komounist
(Documents and resolutions of the first congress of the Communist League of
Struggle ), Sept. 1982, 54 pp. Published by The Communist League of Struggle
Organization of Iran (CLSOI).

273

Masaleh-e zanan (Women's problem), March 8, 1983, 20 pp. Published by CLSOI.

274

Nazari be mohtawa-ye tabaqat "payam" (Comments on the contents of the class
"message"), April 1980, 25 pp. Published by CLSOI.

275

Ostor-e borzhevazi-ye meli va moteraqi (The myth of a national and progressive
bourgeoisie), March 1980, 63 pp. Published by CLSOI.

276

Marhal-e tadarok-e enqelab (The preparation stage for revolution), June 1979,
103 pp. Published by Groh-e etehad-e komounisti (Group of the Communist
League).

277

Sokhani ba mujahedin khalq (A speech to the Mujahedin), Oct. 1980, 20 pp.
Published by CLSOI.

278

Naqdi bar mobarezeh-ye tabaqti dar shoravi (A critic comment on the class
struggle in the Soviet Union), n.d., 51 pp. Published by CLSOI.

279

Mobarezeh-e tabaqati dar elsalvador (Class struggle in El Salvador), Feb. 1981,
66 pp. Published by CLSOI.

280

Buleten-e teorik "Andish-e rahaii" (Theoretical Bulletin "Freedom of thought"),
Sept. 1984, 189 pp. Published by Sazman-e vahdat-e komounisti (The organization
of communist unity) OUC.

281

Taqdi bar nazarat-e rah-e kargar (Comments on the Rah-e Kargar's viewpoints),
Feb. 1980. Published by OUC.

282

Dar naqd-e troteskism (Comments on Trotskism), Dec. 4, 1979, 11 pp. Published
by OUC.

283

Dar tadarok-e enqelab-e sosialisti (Preparation for socialist revolution), Oct. 1978,
35 pp. Published by OUC.
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284

Dar naf-e edam (Concerning the negative aspects of execution), Sept. 1988, 50 pp.
Published by OUC.

285

Anch-e dar barabar-e mast (Our outlook), Feb. 1973, 62 pp. Published by sazmane enqelabioun-e komounist (marxist-leninist) (Communist (marxist-leninist)
revolutionary organizaitons of Iran).

286

Sazman-e toufan hast va mirazmad (The toufan (deluge) organization exists and
is fighting), Germany: Nov. 1976, 17 pp. Published by Sazman-e marxist-leninisti
toufan (The marxist-leninist organization of toufan), MLOT.

287

Chin badaz maou (China after Mao-Tse-Tung), n.d. 114 pp. Published by MLOT.

288

Mobarezeh-ye meli va tabaqati dar iran (National and class struggle in Iran), March
1979, 43 pp. Published by Sazman-e etehad-e mobarezeh dar rah-e arman tabaqe kargar (The organization of the struggle on the path of the working class aim),
OSOWCA.

289

Nazm-e novin-e sarmayedari-ye vabast-e (The new order and capitalist
dependence), March 1979, 87 pp. Published by Havadaran-e sosialism-e enqelabi
(Sympathizers of revolutionary socialism-RS).

290

Rofaqa-e fadaii va jonbesh-e khalqha-ye afghanestan (The fadaii comrades and
the people's movement in Afghanistan), Jan. 1980 , 23 pp. Published by Tarafdar-e
azadi tabaq-e kargar (Sympathizers of working class liberty-SWCL).

291

Aval-e mah-e meh va vazif-e kargaran-e iran (The first day of May and the tasks of
Iranian workers), Iran: April 29, 1981, 9 pp. Published by CLSOI.

292
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